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Fig. 1. We have acquired the first polarimetric BRDF dataset of real-world materials that provides coverage of arbitrary viewing and lighting configurations

using our novel acquisition setup (shown on the le� top). Acquired pBRDFs can be used in physically based simulations that correctly account for the change

in polarization state during multiple sca�ering. We visualize the polarimetric information using the degree, azimuth, chirality, and type of polarization at the

wavelength of 550 nm, following Wilkie and Weidlich [2010].

Realistic modeling of the bidirectional re�ectance distribution function

(BRDF) of scene objects is a vital prerequisite for any type of physically

based rendering. In the last decades, the availability of databases contain-

ing real-world material measurements has fueled considerable innovation

in the development of such models. However, previous work in this area

was mainly focused on increasing the visual realism of images, and hence

ignored the e�ect of scattering on the polarization state of light, which

is normally imperceptible to the human eye. Existing databases thus only
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capture scattered �ux, or polarimetric BRDF datasets are too directionally

sparse (e.g., in-plane) to be usable for simulation.

While subtle to human observers, polarization is easily perceived by any

optical sensor (e.g., using polarizing �lters), providing a wealth of additional

information about shape and material properties of the object under ob-

servation. Given the increasing application of rendering in the solution of

inverse problems via analysis-by-synthesis and di�erentiation, the ability to

realistically model polarized radiative transport is thus highly desirable.

Polarization depends on the wavelength of the spectrum, and thus we

provide the �rst polarimetric BRDF (pBRDF) dataset that captures the polari-

metric properties of real-world materials over the full angular domain, and

at multiple wavelengths. Acquisition of such re�ectance data is challenging

due to the extremely large space of angular, spectral, and polarimetric con�g-

urations that must be observed, and we propose a scheme combining image-

based acquisition with spectroscopic ellipsometry to perform measurements

in a realistic amount of time. This process yields rawMueller matrices, which

we subsequently transform into Rusinkiewicz-parameterized pBRDFs that

can be used for rendering.

Our dataset provides 25 isotropic pBRDFs spanning a wide range of ap-

pearances: di�use/specular, metallic/dielectric, rough/smooth, and di�erent
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color albedos, captured in �ve wavelength ranges covering the visible spec-

trum. We demonstrate usage of our data-driven pBRDF model in a physically

based renderer that accounts for polarized interre�ection, and we investigate

the relationship of polarization and material appearance, providing insights

into the behavior of characteristic real-world pBRDFs.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Image and video acquisi-

tion; Re�ectance modeling.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: polarimetric imaging, polarimetric bidi-

rectional re�ectance distribution function
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1 INTRODUCTION

Realistic modeling of material appearance via the bidirectional re-

�ectance distribution function (BRDF) is an essential ingredient of

physically-based light transport simulation. In the last decades, the

availability of data-driven BRDF models [Matusik 2003] based on go-

niophotometric measurements has led to signi�cant improvements

in the understanding of real-world scattering, enabling compara-

tive analysis and inspiring the development of novel parametric

BRDFs [Ashikhmin and Premoze 2007; Bagher et al. 2012; Burley

2012; Löw et al. 2012; Ngan et al. 2005] and applications [Nam et al.

2018, 2016].

Existing datasets mainly focus on the scalar or RGB intensity of

scattered light, neglecting other physical properties of light such

as its spectrum and polarization state [Baek et al. 2018; Kadambi

et al. 2015; Saragadam and Sankaranarayanan 2019]. While neither

is strictly necessary to produce images that are meant for human

consumption, they are play an important role in applications that

require a particularly high level of accuracy, such as predictive

rendering. Rendering algorithms are also increasingly used in an

inverse sense, for instance by combining a di�erentiable renderer

with a gradient-based optimization algorithm. Such methods can

reconstruct shape and material properties from empirical observa-

tions, in which case the polarization state and spectral distribution

provide important extra cues that can aid the inversion process.

In such tasks, a repository of empirical material measurements

characterizing intensity, spectrum, and polarization would be a

powerful asset, but motorized acquisition of such information at

su�ciently high angular resolution remains prohibitive due to the

extremely large set of con�gurations that must be observed. Existing

methods have thus been limited to in-plane acquisition [Hyde IV

et al. 2009; Riviere et al. 2012], which is too sparse to subsequently

reproduce the measured material in a physically based simulation.

In this work, we propose an image-based acquisition scheme for

isotropic polarimetric BRDFs (pBRDFs) along with a data-driven in-

terpolant that enables usage of the captured data in light transport

simulations. Polarization is known to depend on the wavelength of

the spectrum [Huynh et al. 2013; Hyde IV et al. 2009], hence our

goal is to acquire not only polarimetric but also multispectral BRDFs

of real-world objects. To this end, we devise an e�cient acquisi-

tion setup, where we combine an image-based BRDF acquisition

method [Marschner et al. 2000; Matusik 2003] from computer graph-

ics with spectroscopic ellipsometry [Azzam 1978] developed in the

�eld of optics. Combining these two di�erent methods enables us to

e�ciently sample the large and high-dimensional space underlying

multispectral polarized BRDFs.

Using the proposed acquisition setup, we captured 25 spherical

objects at �ve di�erent wavelengths spanning the visible spectrum.

The measurements are then converted into complete pBRDFs repre-

sentation based the Rusinkiewicz parameterization and discretized

into a 6D tensor that can be used for rendering. Our pBRDF data-

base includes a wide variety of di�erent properties: di�use/specular,

metallic/dielectric, rough/smooth, and di�erent color albedos.

Lastly, we analyze the acquired pBRDFs to investigate the rela-

tion of pBRDFs with appearance parameters of surface normals,

roughness, colors, and dielectricity, unveiling hidden links between

pBRDFs and material appearance. We then present polarimetric

rendering applications using the acquired data-driven pBRDF mod-

els. We compare our measurements of a common material with the

measurements by an in-plane spectroscopic ellipsometry system,

which we built to acquire the ground-truth measurement in the

partial, directional space of pBRDF for the sake of the validation of

our image-based measurements. Using extensive comparisons and

simulations to alternative analytic polarimetric BRDF models, we

demonstrate that our data-driven pBRDF model outperforms the

state-of-the-art methods. To stimulate further research in this area

and ensure reproducibility, we will release our code and pBRDFmea-

surements. Figure 1 shows the captured materials, a polarimetric

image rendered with our models, and polarimetric visualization.

2 RELATED WORK

Polarimetric BRDF models. Building on microfacet theory [Cook

and Torrance 1982; Torrance and Sparrow 1967], several analytic

polarimetric BRDF models have been proposed in prior work. They

replace the unpolarized Fresnel term of the original model with a

more accurate expression [Collett 2005] that accounts for changes in

the polarization state [Hyde IV et al. 2009; Priest and Gerner 2000].

Recent work has furthermore added a polarized di�use term [Baek

et al. 2018]. Like microfacet models, the parameterizations of such

pBRDFs span an intuitive low-dimensional space of material appear-

ances that replicates the most important characteristics of single-

layered metals and dielectrics. However, most real-world materials

are signi�cantly more complex—they consist of multiple layers with

di�erent properties and a multitude of e�ects on polarization, and

their directional behavior is poorly approximated by standard dis-

tributions such as the Beckmann and GGX distributions.

We provide the �rst comprehensive database of multispectral

polarimetric re�ectance of real-world objects together with a data-

driven pBRDF implementation. We believe that this database will

lead to a better understanding of polarimetric re�ectance, enabling

the design of improved analytic pBRDF models.

Polarimetric BRDF acquisition. Ellipsometry is an optical mea-

surement technique used to characterize how interactions with a

material change the polarization state of incident light. For instance,
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linearly polarized light that obliquely re�ects from a surface typi-

cally becomes elliptically polarized. A standard problem in ellipsom-

etry, then, entails determining parameters (eccentricity, azimuth,

etc.) of such an ellipse, which provides a wealth of information about

the material under observation. Ellipsometry is used to classify min-

erals or infer the properties of thin �lms, and has been studied for

decades in the �eld of optics [Azzam 2016; Fujiwara 2007].

Di�erent parameterizations can be used to represent polarized

radiance and re�ectance, the most general being Stokes vectors and

Mueller matrices. The former is a 4D vector space, whose compo-

nents encode total radiance, horizontal and diagonal linear polar-

ization, and circular polarization. The latter are 4×4 matrices that

describe how a Stokes vector must be modi�ed following re�ection.

The most common approach used to measure Mueller matrices is

the dual-rotating-retarder method by Azzam [1978], which we also

adopt in this article. Brie�y, the idea is to illuminate and observe the

material through optical paths that contain rotating retarders, which

are optical elements—typically very thin slices of a birefringent

material like quartz—that change the polarization state of light

depending on angle. A sequence of measurements then yields a

su�cient amount of information to reconstruct all 16 entries of the

Mueller matrix.

In prior work, this technique has also be used for multispectral

ellipsometry [Riviere et al. 2012;Wellems et al. 2000]. These previous

pBRDF acquisition systems only capture angular con�gurations

where the view/light vectors and the surface normal all lie in the

same plane, which dramatically reduces the measurement time. On

the �ipside, the resulting data is far too sparse for direct use in a

light transport simulation. Indirect use by �tting an analytic model

is in principle feasible—however, this is also made di�cult due to

the limited availability of suitable parametric pBRDFs.

Recently, Boher et al. [2017] applied Fourier optics to the problem

of e�cient pBRDFs acquisition. Their approach relies on a beamsplit-

ter and illumination with a �xed polarization state, which not only

prevents reconstruction of the full Mueller matrix but potentially

also introduces inaccuracies, since interactions with the beamsplit-

ter at oblique angles will generally alter the polarization state. Our

method similarly targets e�cient pBRDF acquisition, but with the

goal of capturing the full Mueller matrix on its high-dimensional

domain by combining image-based BRDF acquisition and spectro-

scopic ellipsometry [Dupuy and Jakob 2018; Marschner et al. 2000;

Matusik 2003].

Polarimetric rendering. Several works in the �eld of computer

graphics have proposed rendering algorithms that track the polar-

ization state of light via the Stokes/Mueller calculus. Wilkie and

Weidlich [2012] were the �rst to propose a undirectional method,

and two later works build on the path integral formulation [Jarabo

and Arellano 2018; Mojzik et al. 2016] to enable bidirectional con-

nection strategies [Veach 1998]. Recently, Nimier-David et al. [2019]

have proposed an open-source renderer, Mitsuba 2, that supports for-

ward and inverse rendering with polarimetric light simulation. Our

data-driven pBRDF provides access to realistic polarized material

models that are compatible with any of these methods.

x
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Fig. 2. (a) A Stokes vector can be represented in a coordinate system, where

the I-axis is aligned with the propagation direction. The G-/~-axes are in

the tangent plane forming a local basis. (b) Polarization ellipse describes

the polarization property of light by describing the tip of the electric field

vector forms an ellipse in the tangent plane. The orientation angle of the

ellipsek and the ellipticity angle j determine the shape of the ellipse.

3 BACKGROUND ON POLARIZATION

This article relies on Stokes vector and Mueller matrix-based pa-

rameterizations of polarized illumination and re�ectance; hence, we

begin with a brief review of these representations. A very compre-

hensive discussion is provided by Collet et al. [2005].

Stokes vector and Mueller matrix. The Stokes vector is a four-

dimensional quantity that fully describes the polarization state

of light traveling along a ray. Its component representation s =

[B0, B1, B2, B3] is de�ned in a speci�c coordinate system, where the

I-axis aligns with the direction of propagation. The G,~ axes can be

chosen arbitrarily to form a right-handed coordinate system (Fig-

ure 2(a)); hence, the properties of any given ray can be described by

an in�nite set of Stokes vectors with di�erent axes. The elements of

the Stokes vector encode the following information: B0 denotes the

total amount of radiance, B1 and B2 is the amount of radiance with

linear polarization at 0◦ and 45◦, respectively, and B3 denotes (right)

circular polarization. Any other polarization state can be created

using positive or negative superpositions of these components. The

total radiance must satisfy the inequality B20 ≥ B
2
1 + B

2
2 + B

2
3 . Light

is fully polarized when both sides are equal—otherwise, it is only

partially polarized. For examples, a Stoke vector of unpolarized light

with intensity normalization is [1, 0, 0, 0], a Stoke vector of 0◦ lin-

early polarized light is [1, 1, 0, 0], and a Stoke vector of circularly

polarized light is [1, 0, 0, 1].

A property of Stokes vectors, particularly important in the context

of rendering, is that they form a vector matching physical behavior,

meaning that the addition of Stokes vectors replicates the additive

combination of two beams of polarized light (this assumes that the

beams are not mutually coherent).

The polarization ellipse (Figure 2(b)) provides another way of

parameterizing the polarization state that is particularly convenient

for drawing intuitive visualizations. Its parameters are the light

intensity !, the degree of polarization d , the orientation angle k ,

and the ellipticity angle j , which satisfy the following relation to

Stokes vectors: s = !
(
1, d cos 2k cos 2j, d sin 2k cos 2j, d sin 2j

)
.

Finally, the Mueller matrix M ∈ R4×4 describes the response

of a re�ective surface subject to light with arbitrary polarization
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(c) Our acquisition setup
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Fig. 3. Our coordinate system of pBRDFs and our acquisition system. (a) We parameterize our BRDF using half/di�erence angles \ℎ , \3 , and q3 following

Rusinkiewicz [1998]. The vertical axis of the incident/outgoing Stokes parameterization lies in the plane containing p, 88 , and 8> . (b) We illuminate the

sample using light with di�erent polarization states that is analyzed following reflection. Both sides contain optics with their own respective coordinate

systems: x; , y; , z; and x2 , y2 , z2 , respectively. The world coordinates of the measurement setup are based on the camera coordinates x, y, z. (c) Photograph of

our acquisition setup. An isotropic sample sphere is placed at the center of the turntable. A polarizer module a�ached to the arm of the turntable rotates,

illuminating the sphere from di�erent directions. The polarizer module contains a linear polarizer and a rotating achromatic quarter wave plate to produce

variety of di�erent polarization states. The analyzer module then captures a series of sample images with the analyzing optics: spectral filters, a rotating

achromatic quarter wave plate, and a linear polarizer.

states. Following re�ection, the incident (s8 ) and outgoing (s> ) Stokes

vectors satisfy the relation s> = Ms8 .

Polarimetric visualization. The linear and circular components

of the Stokes vector are generally imperceptible to the human eye.

To visualize polarized light in this article, we thus rely on a visual

encoding proposed by Wilkie and Weidlich [2010]. Figure 1 is an

example: it depicts the degree of polarization (DoP), i.e., the fraction

of light that is fully polarized. The angle of linear polarization (AoLP)

expresses the azimuth of the polarization ellipse and corresponds

to thek parameter in Figure 2(b). The chirality of polarization (CoP)

distinguishes between left- (yellow) and right- (blue) handedness of

circular polarization, corresponding to the ellipticity angle j . Finally,

the type of polarization (ToP) denotes the relative degree of linear

(cyan) versus circular (yellow) polarization and also corresponds to

the ellipticity angle j . We refer to the original article [Wilkie and

Weidlich 2010] for a thorough discussion of this type of visualization.

4 POLARIMETRIC BRDF

Given a pair of incident (88 ) and outgoing (8> ) directions, a polari-

metric BRDF model [Baek et al. 2018; Hyde IV et al. 2009; Priest and

Gerner 2000] normally returns Mueller matrices characterizing the

material’s e�ect on polarized light, as opposed to scalar re�ectance

values. In our case, the pBRDF additionally models the e�ect of po-

larization with respect to di�erent wavelengths and thus takes the

formM (_,88 ,8> ), relating incident and outgoing spectral radiance:

s_> (8> ) =

∫

(2
M (_,88 ,8> ) s

_
8 (88 ) 2>B\8 d88 , (1)

where s_8 and s_> are now wavelength-dependent quantities, and

cos\8 models foreshortening.

Coordinate convention. The coordinate system of Stokes vectors

(and hence also that of Mueller matrices) is arbitrary, hence we

clarify the convention used by our method. As shown in Figures 3(a)

and (b), the axis of propagation of Stokes vectors follows the propa-

gation of light, i.e., z = −88 or z = 8> for the incident and outgoing

directions, respectively. The y-axis is set to 88 − 8> or 8> − 88

for the incident and outgoing directions, respectively, and then or-

thonormalized with respect to z via the Gram-Schmidt method. The

last axis is given by x = y × z.

Parameterization. Like the MERL materials [Matusik 2003], our

discretization of the pBRDF relies on the Rusinkiewicz [1998] pa-

rameterization, which leads to a signi�cantly better-behaved in-

terpolant. In the parameterization, directional data is represented

with three parameters: the half- and di�erence vector elevation
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\ℎ, \3 ∈ [0, c/2], and azimuth di�erence q3 ∈ [−c, c], resulting in

the pBRDFM (_, \ℎ, \3 , q3 ).

Reciprocity. Scalar BRDFs satisfy the Helmholtz reciprocity condi-

tion, meaning that the BRDF is invariant to reversal of the incident

and outgoing directions: 5 (88 ,8> ) = 5 (8> ,88 ). Isotropic BRDFs

furthermore satisfy a bilateral symmetry, meaning that the azimuth

di�erence q3 is invariant to a rotation by c radians. In the MERL

database, this was, e.g., used to reduce the range of q3 by half. While

Helmoltz reciprocity approximately holds in our dataset, we found

that large discrepancies occur when assuming bilateral symmetry

during polarized measurements. Similar observations were made

in prior studies of polarized re�ectance [Clarke and Parry 1985;

Leroy 2001] and di�use-specular pBRDFs [Baek et al. 2018]. For this

reason, our pBRDF parameterization uses q3 ∈ [−c, c] in contrast

to previous BRDF datasets.

5 POLARIMETRIC BRDF ACQUISITION

5.1 System Design

We now discuss our acquisition setup, which is motivated by the

following desiderata to produce pBRDFs that can be used in com-

puter graphics, computer vision, and for optical experimentation.

In particular, our goals are to

(1) capture the full 4×4Mueller matrix including e�ects on linear

and circular polarization.

(2) achieve the directional coverage that is needed for rendering.

(3) capture spectral variation in the visible spectrum, and

(4) accomplish the above within a reasonable amount of time per

material (on the order of days rather than months/years).

Prior work on measuring polarized re�ectance has focused on indi-

vidual items of this list, but no comprehensive technique exists to

date. One noteworthy facet of (1) is that the Mueller matrix encodes

the e�ects of chirality, i.e., it distinguishes clockwise versus counter-

clockwise rotation in the polarization ellipse. This places additional

constraints on our measurement setup because the chirality of light

is invisible to simple sensing techniques that are only based on

polarizing �lters.

System con�guration. Our approach tackles these challenges by

combining an image-based acquisition system [Matusik 2003] with

a spectroscopic ellipsometry acquisition system [Azzam 1978]. Our

system, shown in Figure 3(c), captures pBRDFs of isotropic materials

with complete angular polarimetric information (linear/circular,

and chirality) on �ve spectral channels that regularly sample the

visible range. Our setup consists of a machine vision camera, an

apochromatic lens, a LED light source, an achromatic doublet, a

turntable, a motorized spectral �lter wheel with bandpass �lters (450,

500, 550, 600, 650 nm), two motorized rotary stages equipped with

achromatic quarter-wave retarders, and two manual rotary stages

with linear polarizers. A detailed list of components is provided in

the supplemental material.

Capturing procedure. This system is able to acquire high-dynamic

range images of an isotropic spherical sample with variations in

illumination angles, spectral bands, and polarization states. The

light source is located at the end of a motorized rotating arm, while

the camera and sample remain static, the latter being �xed in a

holder at the center of the device.

We designed our capture procedure, considering the rotation

speed of the mechanical arm, the spectral �lter wheel, and the

motorized rotary stage for the retarders. The main thread of the

capture program controls all motorized devices to capture HDR

images. Using our acquisition system, we captured various sam-

ples of 25 materials (Figure 1(a)), using approximately 2.5 days per

measurement. We will release the resulting material database and

associated data-driven pBRDF model to the community to facilitate

modeling of polarized re�ectance. We now discuss handling of the

various pBRDF dimensions in turn.

5.2 Directional Measurement

The pBRDF depends on incident/exitant light vectors, which to-

gether span a large four-dimensional space. We restrict ourselves to

isotropic materials that are invariant under rotation around the sur-

face normal, which removes one dimension. However, the remaining

3D space is still dauntingly large, particularly in combination with

the other e�ects that must be captured (wavelength, polarization).

Following previous image-based acquisition systems for isotropic

samples [Marschner et al. 2000; Matusik 2003], our system captures

photographic images of spherical samples. This signi�cantly reduces

the overall acquisition time because many viewing/lighting combi-

nations can be captured in parallel. Our device consists of a static

analyzer module and a rotating polarizer module placed on a mo-

torized arm. The former contains a camera (FLIR GS3-U3-91S6M),

and the latter contains a broadband LED light source (Thorlabs

MCWHLP1). Details on the speci�c components used are provided

in the supplemental material. A single HDR photograph taken by

the camera captures a full 2D slice of the BRDF, and rotation of the

illumination direction provides coverage in the remaining dimen-

sion.

5.3 Spectroscopic Measurement

The refractive index of many materials depends on wavelengths,

which manifests itself in a spectral dependence on polarization

[Huynh et al. 2013]. A wavelength dependent Mueller matrix can

also arise in multi-layered materials containing layers that selec-

tively absorb in some wavelengths. For this reason, we perform

full spectro-polarimetric measurements with our acquisition system

inspired by Azzam’s system [1978] rather than assuming multiplica-

tive separability of these e�ects.

We use a set of hard-coated narrow-band bandpass �lters (Ed-

mund Optics #88-299) to sample the wavelength domain. The coat-

ings of such bandpass �lters consist of hundreds of thin layers of

dielectric material, whose thickness and index of refraction are op-

timized to achieve a boxcar function-shaped transmission pro�le.

In contrast to other types of bandpass �lters, such as liquid crystal

tunable �lters (LCTFs), they have no e�ect on polarization for light

with perpendicular incidence (as is the case in our setup). We use

�lters with a bandwidth of 10 nm and mean wavelengths of 450, 500,

550, 600, and 650 nm. These are then placed into a motorized �lter

wheel holder located in front of the camera, as shown in Figure 3(c).
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of our dual-rotating retarder setup.

We only use a single �lter wheel and thus ignore �uorescence, which

would require another �lter in front of the light source.

5.4 Polarization Measurement

As stated previously, we wish to capture the full Mueller matrix

including e�ects of scattering on the chirality of light, which rules

out simpler methods that only rely on polarizing �lters. We build on

a classic ellipsometry approach known as the dual-rotating-retarder

(DRR) method, which was pioneered by Azzam [1978]. It surrounds

the sample with polarization optics and analyzer optics, which each

consist of a polarizing �lter (Edmund Optics #47-215) and a quarter

wave plate (QWP) in a rotation mount (Thorlabs AQWP10M-580). A

QWP is a transparent optical element that is part of the larger class

of retarders, typically a circular slice of a birefringent (i.e., optically

anisotropic) crystal such as quartz, which retards, i.e., delays, the

phase of light that oscillates along a �xed direction in the crystal

by 1/4 wavelength relative to oscillations along the orthogonal axis.

Its e�ect on the polarization state of light therefore depends on its

rotation relative to the optical axis, and the Mueller matrix of a

QWP is given by

Q(\ ) =



1 0 0 0

0 cos22\ sin 2\ cos 2\ − sin 2\

0 sin 2\ cos 2\ sin22\ cos 2\

0 sin 2\ − cos 2\ 0



, (2)

which (depending on \ ) converts linear polarization to left or right

circular polarization and a 1D space of elliptical states in between.

Using the combination of a polarizer and a rotating QWP (angle \ ),

the DDR method thus “probes” the sample with various forms of

polarized light. The re�ection is measured after passing through

symmetric analyzer optics consisting of a second rotating QWP

(angle \ ′) and a second polarizer as shown in Figure 4.

Measuring many combinations of \ and \ ′ would be burdensome,

and Azzam showed that �xing \ ′ = 5\ produces an intensity 5 (\ )

that, when expressed as a 12-term Fourier series

5 (\ ) = 00 +

12∑

:=1

[0: cos(2:\ ) + 1: sin(2:\ )], (3)

leads to an analytic solution of the Mueller matrix in terms of the

series coe�cients. For instance, M11 = 00 − 02 + 08 − 010 + 012,

M12 = 202 − 208 − 2012, etc. While this approach can work very

well with sensors that are continuously read out during a rotation,

it is prohibitive for sensors with an intrinsic exposure time, such

as CCD/CMOS cameras. In this case, a very large number of pho-

tographs would be required to perform a su�ciently high quality

continuous Fourier transform into coe�cients 0: , 1: (: = 1, . . . , 12).

Here, a more resourceful way of obtaining Mueller matrices en-

tails the solution of a linear least squares problem

Mmeas = argmin
M′

 ∑

:=1

(
5 (\: ) −

[
A
(
\ ′
:

)
M′ P (\: )

]

11

)2
, (4)

for a much smaller number of measurements 5 (\ ) taken at angles

\1, . . . , \ . This term inside the sum constitutes a forward model

of the entire optical system: P(\ ) denotes the combined Mueller

matrix of the polarization optics on the light source side, M′ is

the hypothesized Mueller matrix of the sample, A(\ ′) is the com-

bined Mueller matrix of the analyzer optics, and [· · · ]11 extracts

the (1, 1) entry corresponding to overall radiance measured by the

camera. We then optimize over M′ so that it becomes consistent

with the actual observation 5 (\ ), which can be accomplished via

the least-squares solution of an overdetermined linear system with

 equations and 16 unknowns. As before, we set the second QWP

rotation to a �xed multiple \ ′ = 5\ , which yields a well-conditioned

linear system [Smith 2002], though other combinations are also

possible. The de�nitions of the polarizer and analyzer terms are

P(\ ) = R(\ ) L(0) � and A(\ ′) = L(0) R(\ ′), (5)

where L(0) is the Mueller matrix of a linear polarizer at horizontal

orientation, and � denotes the unpolarized intensity of the light

source.

Our measurement technique exploits the property that the po-

larimetric transformations P(\ ) and A(\ ′) can be shared by many

simultaneous measurements when Azzam’s scalar sensor is replaced

by a high-resolution camera. Our system then takes  = 36 mea-

surements that regularly sample \ ∈ [0, c/2] and applies the above

optimization independently to each pixel.

FindingMmeas via optimization has two additional bene�ts: even

achromatic QWPs like the ones used in our setup deviate from

ideal 1/4_ retardation across di�erent wavelengths. Such non-ideal

retardation breaks the analytic solution of the Fourier approach,

but is easy to account for it in the least-squares solver. Another

bene�t is that regularization and priors on expected structures of

Mueller matrices can be imposed straightforwardly. We currently do

not use priors or regularization but account for spectrally varying

retardation.

One important point to note is that the resulting pixel-matrices

Mmeas are not directly usable in a pBRDF interpolant M(· · · ) and

require further conversion. In particular, the above optimization pro-

duces matrices de�ned in the polarizer/analyzer coordinate system,

and which are unaware of the varying tangential planes observed

through di�erent pixels. We thus perform an additional rotation

from the measurement frame to the convention discussed at the

beginning of Section 3:

M = CoutMmeas Cin . (6)

To acquire the pBRDF of a new material, our acquisition setup

captures 26, 460 HDR images of a sphere with 147 di�erent light
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Fig. 5. We captured input images polarized with 147 di�erent longitude angles of the light source from the camera from 9◦ to 173◦ degrees about the center

of the sphere. For each light position, five spectral bands from 450 nm to 650 nm with 50 nm intervals, and 36 di�erent rotation angles of the retarders are

captured. The first and the second rows show the captured images of the white billiard ball for two di�erent light angles. For each light angle and spectral

channel, we reconstruct a per-pixel pBRDF in a form of Mueller matrix. These matrices are visualized with gamma correction (W = 5). Also, we visualize the

Stokes vector of the reflected light at the wavelength of 550 nm under an unpolarized incident light: DoP, AoLP, ToP, and CoP.

positions, 5 spectral bands, and 36 retarder angles. The speci�cs of

the angular sampling are discussed in the next section.

Depending on roughness and re�ectivity of the captured material,

we acquire either four or eight photographs with di�erent exposure

times per con�guration and merge them into an HDR image. Fig-

ure 5 shows the captured data, Mueller matrices, and a polarimetric

visualization of a spherical sample (a white billiard ball).

5.5 Polarimetric BRDF Tabulation

The optimization technique discussed in the previous section as-

signs a Mueller matrix to every pixel on the spherical target. In the

next phase, we transform these measurements into the Rusinkiewicz

parameterization and discretize them into a 6D tensor. Its dimen-

sions correspond to the half and di�erence angles \ℎ, \3 , q3 , wave-

length _, and the row and column of the Mueller matrix. For the

former three, we use a discretization with resolution [91, 91, 361]

following Matusik [2003], also adopting their nonlinear mapping in

the \ℎ parameter. This yields a total of 14, 947, 205 Mueller matrices

and thus roughly 912 MiB of storage per material in single precision.

Backward mapping. Based on the geometry of our acquisition

setup, we construct a function that maps from entries of this 6D

tensor to positions in the input photographs. To populate the tensor

with the measured data, we then simply iterate through its entries

and perform lookups through this backward mapping. During this

process, it is important to note that the input photographs contain

measurement noise, and that tensor entries often map to large re-

gions on the spherical sample—a single lookup may therefore be

unnecessarily noisy. To reduce measurement noise during tabula-

tion, we perform 10 jittered lookups and record the median value.

Hole �lling. As in other devices for measuring re�ectance, there

are certain directions that cannot be measured due to occlusion.

In our case, this happens for retro-re�ective directions with 0◦ ≤

\3 ≤ 3◦. We �ll these missing values in our tabulation by extrapolat-

ing the pBRDF values from nearby entries. In particular, we solve a

Poisson problem via Gauss-Seidel iterations to �nd the smoothest in-

terpolant along the angular dimensions (i.e., not mixing the spectral

or polarization-related dimensions). To clearly distinguish measure-

ment from extrapolated data in future analysis of our pBRDFs, we

will also release a raw version of our data with holes.
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6 CALIBRATION

Measurements using our system require careful geometric, radio-

metric, and polarimetric calibration. Most calibration steps should

only be performed once, while others are sample-dependent. We

brie�y discuss them in turn.

Geometric calibration. We use the Bougouet calibration toolbox

based on the method of Zhang [2000] to obtain the camera’s intrinsic

parameters from checkerboard images, speci�cally: focal length,

principal points, and distortion parameters. We observed an average

reprojection error of 0.47 pixel for our camera that has a pixel pitch

of 3.69 `m.

The light source is installed at the end of the robotic arm on a

motorized turntable. To ensure that the plane of its orbit is perpen-

dicular to the camera’s vertical axis, we balanced the center of mass

mechanically with a high-precision spirit level and a set of metal

weights. In addition, the turntable body, the camera axis and the

optical tables are also individually calibrated to be parallel.

We approximate the light source as a point light, whose exact

position on the arm must be calibrated via photographs. In our

setup, the light emitted from the LED light source passes through

an achromatic doublet to weakly collimate incident light on the

sphere. Therefore, the virtual light source position lies at a greater

distance compared to its physical position. To determine its e�ective

position, we align the light source, the sample holder and the camera

on a straight line. We then measure the projected diameters of the

light illumination progressively at �ve di�erent distances from the

location of the sphere holder to the light source. This enables us to

calibrate the e�ective distance between the virtual light source and

the sphere holder as a constant using the least-squares method.

Finally, once the obtained light positions are determined with

respect to the sphere sample, we convert them to the camera coor-

dinates with the known 3D position of the sphere sample holder.

To validate our light source’s position and angle, we evaluate the

geometric calibration accuracy by projecting the virtual highlights

(computed by our geometry model) to captured specular highlights

on a chrome sphere. We observed a mean reprojection error of

1.79 pixel across all 147 light source angles.

Radiometric calibration. To correct for spectrally varying emis-

sion from the LED and transmission variations in the analyzer and

polarizer modules, we capture a spherical Spectralon target with

�at 99% re�ectance (Labsphere SRM-990) using the �ve di�erent

�lter wheel con�gurations. We determine a constant scaling factor

per spectral band from the resulting measurement to ensure correct

color rendition and energy conservation of measured pBRDFs.

Polarimetric calibration. Accurate polarimetric reconstruction re-

quires that all optical elements in the analyzer and polarizer have the

correct rotational o�set around the optical axis. For instance, the fast

axis of the QWPs should be perfectly horizontal at the beginning of

each measurement—a drift of 1-2 degrees can introduce signi�cant

errors. To ensure that this is the case, we initially remove all optical

elements and con�gure them in an extinction con�guration. We be-

gin by installing a single linear polarizer, using its printed indicator

to align it with the camera’s horizontal axis. We then add the second

polarizer and rotate it into a cross-polarized con�guration that can

easily be tested by directly observing the light source through both

�lters when all elements are aligned in a straight line. We then add

the QWPs individually with their (highlighted) fast axis oriented

horizontally. In each case, we perform a �ne alignment to ensure

that the extinction con�guration is preserved. Finally, we rotate the

second polarizer by 90◦ to achieve maximum transmission.

Sample-speci�c calibration steps. The radius of each of our spheri-

cal samples is slightly di�erent and ranges from 15.03mm to 25.4mm.

To correct for this variation, we calibrate 3D surface points on the

sphere of each sample. We �rst measure the radius of each sphere

using a caliper and also capture the sphere under ambient illumi-

nation to capture the overall shape of the sphere in the screen

space. After applying the camera intrinsic calibration to the sphere

shape captured in the screen space, we estimate the position of

the sphere’s center with respect to the camera coordinate system

through trigonometry by matching the sphere with the measured

radius and the backprojected sphere in 3D.

Refraction calibration. The retarders and spectral �lter have a non-

zero thickness, and we found that this causes a small but noticeable

o�set in photographs that are taken through the retarder. This o�set

furthermore depends on the angular con�guration, which impedes

extraction of the �nal pBRDF. We therefore calculate homography

matrices using a small checkerboard target that is visible in each

photograph and use them to correct for this o�set.

7 POLARIMETRIC RENDERING

Rendered images shown in this paper were produced using a polar-

ized Monte Carlo renderer based on Jarabo and Arellano’s [2018]

path integral formulation of light transport implemented on Mit-

suba 2 [Nimier-David et al. 2019]. In particular, the Stokes vector of

a rendered pixel 9 is computed using an unbiased estimate of the

path integral

s( 9) =

∫

P
f ( 9) (x) dx̄, (7)

over a path space with elements x̄ = (_, x1, . . . , x: ) ∈ P endowed

with an additional wavelength dimension. The vector-valued path

contribution function f pixel 9 is given by

f ( 9) (_, x1, . . . , x: ) = W
( 9)
4 (x0←x1)

[
:−1∏

8=2

M(x8−1←x8←x8+1)

]

[
:−1∏

8=1

� (x8 ↔ x8+1)

]

L4 (x:−1←x: ), (8)

where,4 is the importance, M denotes the Mueller matrices of

scattering interactions, � is the (scalar) geometry term including

visibility, and L4 is the polarized emission pro�le at position x:
located on a light source. All functions except for� possibly depend

on wavelength _, which is omitted for readability.

Compared to typical implementations of rendering algorithms,

the product of Mueller matrices in the above expression requires

an additional degree of scrutiny: polarized BRDFs are generally

non-reciprocal, and the matrix-matrix products furthermore do not

commute. It is thus imperative that the multiplication is carried

out in the right order, and with the pBRDF’s directional arguments
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Fig. 6. Photograph vs. rendering. The first row shows the pBRDF measure-

ment of the intensity, DoP, AoLP, CoP, and ToP of the white billiard ball at

the wavelength of 550 nm under unpolarized illumination. The second row

presents polarimetric rendering images with our pBRDF model in terms of

the same polarization properties. These two measurement and rendering

present a strong agreement in terms of polarization states.

matching the propagation of light. Another crucial detail is that

pBRDFs return Mueller matrices in a local coordinate frame that

depends on 88 and 8> . Simulating interre�ection involving multi-

ple scattering events requires intermediate rotations that reconcile

frame incompatibilities along the way.

Spectral rendering. Our renderer integrates over continuous wave-

lengths spanning the visible range, while the captured pBRDF data

provides �ve discrete spectral samples at 50 nm intervals. To recon-

cile this di�erence, our data-driven implementation of M performs

linear interpolation to evaluate the model at intermediate wave-

lengths. Lookups outside of the captured range are clamped (in

other words, we use constant extrapolation). Finally, the impor-

tance function W4 performs a product integral of the spectral path

throughput against the CIE color matching functions, which results

in an RGB Stokes vector per pixel in the rendered image.

Importance sampling. Similar to the MERL BRDF [Matusik 2003],

the half/di�erence-direction transformation of the data unfortu-

nately prevents direct importance sampling of scattered directions.

We instead approximate the overall scattered radiance (M11 entry)

with a linear combination of a Lambertian and GGX microfacet

model with the weights of 0.1 and 0.9, using the resulting function

as proxy for sample generation. We set roughness value of the GGX

model manually per material to guide specular samples to high-

valued BRDF directions. Following sample generation, we evaluate

the data-driven model to determine associated BRDF values. We

note that more sophisticated �tting strategies, such as the approach

of Dupuy et al. [2015], may also be useful in this context. That said,

we �nd that our simple scheme yields excellent noise characteristics

in renderings (Figures 1 and 8) for the entire range of the captured

materials.

Next-event estimation. One important sanity check of our system

is that we are able to synthetically regenerate the photographs of

the spherical sample in our Monte Carlo renderer (Figure 6). One

challenge here is that polarizing and analyzing optics are ordinarily
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Fig. 7. Validation setup using an in-plane measurement. (a) We built a laser-

based ellipsometry system that can accuratelymeasure in-plane pBRDFs of a

flat sample. We captured a gold plane that is made of the same gold material

with the gold sphere. Note that this in-plane setup can only capture partial

angle combinations indicated by the red line while our image-based setup

can capture the complete angle combinations. (b) Assuming the sample

as a pure gold material, we compare the obtained pBRDFs by the laser-

based setup and our image-based setup with the ideal Fresnel reflection at

two incident angles. Our image-based system accurately captures pBRDFs

compared to the laser-based one, which well matches with the ideal gold

material of perfect Fresnel reflection.

treated as occluders, which e�ectively disable direct illumination

sampling strategies and results in renderings that are contaminated

by severe variance. To address this issue, we implemented a con-

nection strategy that is able to sample positions on light sources ob-

served through an arbitrary number of polarizing �lters and QWPs.

8 RESULTS

We now turn to validation experiments and analysis that are enabled

by our pBRDF database.

8.1 Comparison with In-plane Measurement

Tracking the polarization state of light introduces a disproportionate

number of pitfalls that must be considered during bothmeasurement

and simulation. These include the convention of how polarization

ellipse is parameterized (e.g., azimuths counter-clockwise as seen

from the sensor), frame conversions from the spherical sample to a

reference frame, and further frame conversions between di�erent

components in a renderer. The lack of reference data (e.g., a “po-

larized Cornell box”) and our inability to see polarization further

exacerbate these di�culties. As previously discussed, one important

sanity check is the ability to re-render images of the spherical sample
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Fig. 8. Polarimetric rendering. Our pBRDF dataset enables physically-meaningful polarimetric rendering with various real-world materials. For the top row, we

render an object under an unpolarized environmental light map. The below rows visualize the rendered images of the same scene when we place polarization

filters in front of the camera: horizontal linear polarizer (+LPH), vertical linear polarizer (+LPV), and right-hand circular polarizer (+CPR) from the second

row to the last row. To only focus on polarimetric di�erences and not overall brightness change, we show absolute error compared a rendering with an

(unpolarizing) neutral density filter that removes the same average intensity.

using a simulated reproduction of our measurement setup. To ex-

clude the chance of systematic coordinate inconsistencies that might

not be visible in re-rendered images, we built a second polarized

light measurement device that provides in-plane measurements.

This device, shown in Figure 7, also builds the dual rotating re-

tarder method but relies on Azzam’s frequency-space variant with

a dense set of retarder con�gurations (see Equation (3)) rather than

solving a least squares problem based on a few observations. We

illuminate a �at sample with a stabilized HeNe laser (633 nm) being

linearly polarized for the dual-rotating-retarder setup and use QWPs

that are optimized for this wavelength. We avoid de-stabilizing back-

re�ections from optical elements into the laser using a Faraday iso-

lator. Light striking the sample is then re�ected by a sequence of 3

mirrors that guide light to a statically mounted analyzer module at

the top. The sample and the three mirrors can be rotated indepen-

dently, which enables measurements for arbitrary values of \8 , \> .

However, azimuths are constrained to q3 = ±180◦. We note that

the sequence of mirrors change the polarization state of re�ected

light, and we therefore perform reference measurement without a

sample to capture the Mueller matrix of the device itself, whose in-

verse is applied to subsequent measurements. One important design

aspect of this device that the �at sample and planar con�guration

remove many of the coordinate conversions that would ordinarily

be required.

We then measured the Mueller matrix of an elemental gold sur-

face, speci�cally: a gold-plated metal sphere on a Carbon steel base,

and an unprotected gold mirror (Thorlabs PF20-03-M03) in both

devices. We also computed the ideal Mueller matrix predicted by

the complex index of refraction of gold at 633 nm. The resulting

matrices are shown in Figure 7 and provide an addition con�rma-

tion of the correctness of the various coordinate conversions even

though there is still discrepancy between the results coming from

compositional di�erence of the spherical sample and the planar

sample, in addition to potential systematic errors.

8.2 Polarimetric Rendering

Following acquisition of our pBRDF dataset, we are able to render

photorealistic images that are accurate not only in terms of spectral

intensity but also polarization state. To validate our data-driven

pBRDF model, we initially created a digital replica of our measure-

ment setup in the renderer to simulate the measurement procedure

of capturing images with di�erent retarder angles, light source po-

sitions, and spectral �lters. Figure 6 shows a comparison between

real and re-rendered spherical samples; an animated comparison is

shown in the supplemental video.

Figure 8 shows renderings with eight di�erent materials that ex-

hibit a range of di�erent polarimetric e�ects, and Figure 1 visualizes

polarization parameters in a more complex setting.
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Fig. 9. Impact of surface normals on polarization. These pBRDF measure-

ments visualize the intensities, AoLPs, DoPs, and CoPs of a chrome ball

and a white billiard ball at the wavelength of 550 nm. Under unpolarized

illumination, the AoLP and DoP exhibit a clear relation with surface normals

for the dielectric material. For the metallic material, the normal dependency

becomes weaker for the AoLP and DoP. However, for the chrome sample,

we can observe another normal dependency on the CoP.

8.3 Material Appearance vs. Polarization

We now use the captured data to investigate the interplay of ma-

terial appearance and its e�ect on polarization. We believe that

observations of such relationships will motivate the development

of analytic pBRDF models in the future.

Surface normals. One of the most popular uses of polarized light

is the estimation of surface normals by analyzing the degree and

angle of linear polarization. Previous methods depend on simpli�ed

analytic models that assume mirror-like specular or perfect Lam-

bertian re�ectance. Our dataset enables a new data-driven analysis

of the relationship between surface normals and polarization.

Figure 9 shows the captured AoLP, DoP, and CoP for a metallic

chrome ball and a dielectric white billiard ball under unpolarized

point light illumination. In the case of the white billiard ball, the

captured AoLP and DoP show a clear normal dependency due to

di�use re�ection, as predicted by previous methods. We observe

that this normal dependency changes in the regions, where both

di�use and specular re�ection exist. Furthermore, there are strong

di�erences in the nature of the normal dependency when comparing

the billiard and chrome ball: the DoP of the metallic surface is

almost constant, while the CoP presents a slight normal dependency

that is also present in other materials in our dataset. See Figure 11

for examples. This e�ect on chirality has been rarely discussed in

previous studies [Guarnera et al. 2012]. Developing shape-from-

polarization methods with a more accurate model of the normal

dependency of polarization could make them more robust in real-

world scenarios. In this regard, our dataset could also be used to

create realistic benchmarks for various shape-from-polarization

methods.

Surface roughness. Surface roughness has traditionally been an

important parameter to control the appearance of parametric BRDF

models [Cook and Torrance 1982]. Previous pBRDF models as-

sumed that the di�use polarization and surface roughness are un-

related [Baek et al. 2018; Hyde IV et al. 2009; Priest and Gerner
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Fig. 10. Roughness impact on polarization. These pBRDF measurements

show the intensities, AoLPs, DoPs, and CoPs of the spherical Spectralon

(fluoropolymer) and a ceramic ball (zirconium dioxide, ZrO2) at the wave-

length of 550 nm under unpolarized illumination. High surface roughness
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Fig. 11. Dielectric vs. metallic materials. These pBRDF measurements show

the intensities, AoLPs, DoPs, and CoPs of the fake gold and real gold ball at

the wavelength of 550 nm under unpolarized illumination. Dielectric “fake”

gold ball presents similar appearance to the metallic gold material in terms

of intensity. However, the chirality of polarization reveals that they have

the opposite handedness of polarization (see the arrows).

2000], which motivated us to investigate the relation between sur-

face roughness and polarization in our dataset. Figure 10 shows

the AoLP and DoP for a Spectralon sphere made of �uoropolymer

and a ceramic ball made of zirconium dioxide (ZrO2). Our spec-

tralon sample has a rough sanded surface, while the ceramic ball

shows a much smoother �nish.We observe that the ceramic material

presents strong AoLP and DoP values close to the specular re�ec-

tion, while the little amount of specular re�ection of the Spectralon

sphere is mostly unpolarized. We also see that the normal depen-

dency of the AoLP and DoP becomes more evident for the ceramic

ball with its low surface roughness. We hypothesize that multiple

scattering both above and below the rough surface boundary in-

duces a stronger depolarization e�ect in the case of Spectralon. Such

relationships between polarization and surface roughness could be

used as a cue to directly estimate roughness from polarization in

inverse rendering applications.

Metallic vs. dielectric materials. Fresnel re�ection is the funda-

mental optical mechanism that distinguishes dielectric from con-

ducting surfaces. While dielectric surfaces can often appear metallic,

e.g., via multi-layer coatings involving interference pigments, they
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Fig. 12. Color and polarization. These pBRDF measurements show the

intensities, AoLPs, and DoPs of five di�erently colored billiard balls at the

wavelength of 550 nm under unpolarized illumination. We found that, at the

wavelengths of weak di�use reflection, the specular polarization dominates

the di�use polarization even near the outer boundary regions in the captured

sphere image.

display fundamentally di�erent polarimetric behavior that can be

used to recognize them. We analyze two materials that present over-

all similar golden appearance: a gold-plated steel sphere with a thin

coating of elemental gold, and a dielectric “fake” gold sphere. Fig-

ure 11 shows that the chirality of the latter material has the opposite

handedness compared to the true gold surface. The e�ect could be

used to identify the fundamental material class in inverse rendering

applications.

Color and wavelength. Investigating the wavelength dependency

of polarization is challenging, and many previous studies [Kadambi

et al. 2015] have assumed a multiplicative separability of these

dimensions. Here we investigate the wavelength dependency for

di�erently pigmented objects made of the same material. Figure 12

shows the AoLP and DoP of di�erent-colored billiard balls (white,
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Fig. 13. Comparison to parametric pBRDFs. We fit two parametric pBRDF

models [Baek et al. 2018; Hyde IV et al. 2009] to the yellow silicon material

and observe significant disagreement in both intensity and polarimetric

properties. The plot shows a lighting angle of 118◦ at 550 nm.

black, red, green, and blue) captured at 5 bands spanning 450-650 nm.

For the white billiard ball that is spectrally uniform, we found that

the observed AoLP and DoP are also similar. As indicated by pre-

vious approaches [Baek et al. 2018; Hyde IV et al. 2009; Priest and

Gerner 2000], this could change depending on how much the re-

fractive index of the material changes with respect to wavelength.

In addition, we found that AoLP and DoP are low for wavelengths

with a high di�use albedo, which appears to reduce the e�ects of

both di�use and specular polarization. In contrast, AoLP and DoP

are high for the black billiard ball, where specular polarization is

dominant. For the red, green, and blue balls, this dependency on

di�use polarization is clearly visible across di�erent wavelengths.

This is an example of a wavelength-dependent polarization change,

which also has been discussed in previous studies [Huynh et al. 2013;

Riviere et al. 2012; Wellems et al. 2000]. In addition to the specular

billiard balls, we also acquired a set of di�use silicon samples, which

could be an interesting data source for further investigation of the

spectral dependence of pBRDFs with varying roughness.

8.4 Analytic pBRDF Models

We conducted experiments to see whether existing analytic pBRDF

models based on microfacet theory are able to reproduce the char-

acteristics observed in our pBRDF database. Figure 13 shows such

an example where we �t two models proposed in prior work to the

captured yellow silicon material. The model of Hyde et al. [2009]

only represents specular polarization and fails to reproduce polar-

ization of the di�use component. In contrast, the model of Baek

et al. [2018] does include a di�use polarization term, but we �nd

that there remains signi�cant disagreement between the �t and

captured material. Naturally, the pBRDF model (last row) matches

the measurement since it is an interpolant of the measured data.

Details on the �tting procedure are provided in the supplemental

material.
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9 LIMITATIONS

Acquisition setup. Although we carefully aligned and calibrated

all hardware components, the measurement setup is still not perfect.

Acquiring samples at grazing angles is challenging due to the sphere-

to-plane projection in small image regions. Interre�ection between

components of our measurement setup a�ects the measurement of

extremely smooth samples with strong specular highlights (e.g., the

black billiard ball) particularly by the spectral �lters. Our placement

of the spectral �lters following the camera retarder aims to reduce

this e�ect.

On the illumination path, the use of an achromatic lens to col-

limate the light source into a parallel beam in principle requires a

point emission source. Although a pinhole could be used to improve

the directional quality of the beam, ideal collimation cannot not be

achieved with a broadband light LED when one must at the same

time gather enough radiance for a CCD or CMOS sensor.

Also, our method requires samples with an ideal spherical shape,

and geometric deviations introduce angular errors in the recorded

pBRDF values. The top of the sample holder often re�ects a small

amount of light toward the bottom side of the sphere, producing

a re�ection. We remove associated regions and reconstruct them

via the interpolation similar to other con�gurations that cannot

be measured. Lastly, sensor noise is critical especially for accurate

analysis of polarimetric measurements, which we tried to mitigate

by HDR imaging with multi-exposure captures. These and other

practical limitations leave room for improvement. We believe that

the pBRDF dataset and our detailed discussion of technique, cal-

ibration, and limitations will stimulate future work on polarized

re�ectance acquisition.

Validity of captured data. Not all Stokes vectors correspond to

valid physical con�gurations: s must have positive energy and

DoP, i.e.,: B0 ≥ 0 and B20 − (B
2
1 + B

2
2 + B

2
3) ≥ 0. Based on these con-

straints, a Mueller matrix is considered valid if interactions with

arbitrary valid Stokes vectors once more yield a valid con�gura-

tion. This leads to three necessary and su�cient conditions for a

Mueller matrix M [Givens and Kostinski 1993]: Im(
∑
: ):=1...4=0,

()f1G(f1 ≥ 0, and B0,f1 ≥ 0, where [(,
∑
: ] = eig

(
GM)GM

)
,

G = diag (1,−1,−1,−1), Im() returns the imaginary component

of a given complex number, f is the eigenvalue, and ( is the eigen-

vector. We checked these conditions on three of our pBRDF mea-

surements: Spectralon, white the billiard ball, and brass. For the

three samples, we have 93.79/87.06/43.31% of table bins which are

valid according to the above criterion. This trend is related to the

signal-to-ratio (SNR) of the measurements: for the brass sample,

scattering away from the specular peak rapidly falls o�, and the

entries of Mueller matrices are therefore close to the noise �oor.

We believe that further post-processing of our measurements e.g.,

employing e�cient convex, optimization techniques, could impose

priors to ensure that the above spectral condition is satis�ed even

in low-SNR con�gurations.

Interpolation of missing con�gurations. As previously discussed,

certain con�gurations, particularly those close to retro-re�ection,

cannot be measured and require interpolation. We solve a Poisson

problem to �nd the smoothest interpolant per Mueller matrix entry,
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the least-square reconstruction approach used in

this paper to Azzam’s frequency method [1978]. The plots show the re-

construction error (Frobenius norm divided by 16, the number of matrix

elements) of 10,000 randomly simulated physically-valid Mueller matrices

with additive Gaussian noise of standard deviation 0.01. The le� plot shows

the results for varying number of retarder samples with uniform sampling.

While the least-square method mostly outperforms Azzam’s method, there

are degraded cases at 16, 20, and 21 by falling into local minima in optimiza-

tion. This problem can be resolved by adopting stratified sampling: ji�ering

the uniformly-sampled retarder angles with the standard deviation 1◦. The

right plot shows that the least-square method with stratified sampling

outperforms the Azzam’s method for all number of retarder angles. The

light blue and red regions around the plo�ed curves indicate the standard

deviation of reconstructed errors for the simulated Mueller matrices.

which is a rather naïve way of recovering this information (it is, e.g.,

unaware of the previously mentioned validity criterion). Similar

to spherical liner interpolation (“slerp”) in the context of rotations,

future work could lead to the development of more sophisticated

polarimetric interpolants.

Polarimetric rendering. Our polarized rendering system currently

importance samples roughly proportionally to the intensity of scat-

tered light, using a density function that is reciprocal, enabling

standard reverse path tracing starting at the camera. In the future,

it could be interesting to develop more advanced conditional sam-

pling schemes that re�ne the sampling pattern conditioned on the

polarimetric properties of the current subpath.

Sampling resolution of retarder angles. In theory, even an ex-

tremely very coarse sampling su�ces to accurately reconstruct

Mueller matrix via our least-squares approach, assuming that there

is no noise, and that the number of observations exceeds the num-

ber of free parameters. In practice, actual measurements include

sensor noise and small instrument-speci�c biases, in which cases

increasing the sampling rate of retarder angles improves the quality

of the reconstruction. Figure 14 shows that a least-square approach

to reconstruction in most generally provides more accurate Mueller

matrices than Azzam’s method [1978], particularly when the sam-

pling rate is low. For varying number of samples, we tested two

di�erent sampling schemes: uniform sampling and strati�ed sam-

pling. The uniform sampling causes the least-square method to fail

due to local minima at a speci�c number of angle samples, while

strati�ed sampling could resolve this issue, resulting in a consis-

tent performance gain for the least-square method over Azzam’s

method [1978]. Our measurements use 36 retarder angle samples,

which leads to an over-determined least squares problem that is
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more resilient to noise (indicated by the green symbol in Figure 14).

10 CONCLUSION

We introduced an e�cient acquisition technique to measure the

large and high-dimensional space underlying multispectral polar-

ized BRDFs, addressing issues with limited coverage in either spec-

tral, angular, or polarimetric dimensions in previous datasets. Our

method draws upon both spectroscopic ellipsometry and image-

based BRDF acquisition to make such extensive measurements prac-

tical. This enabled us to create the �rst polarimetric BRDF dataset

containing isotropic pBRDFs of 25 real-world objects. Our data-

driven model can use these measurements to create renderings with

an unprecedented level of realism in the polarimetric re�ectance of

materials. We also use the captured data to investigate polarization

and material appearance and observe relationships that could be

leveraged in future parametric pBRDFs with further analysis on the

dataset. We expect that our work will enable future progress in areas

including shape-from-polarization, appearance-from-polarization,

and polarimetric rendering.
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